Violin fingering chart for all keys

\[\text{F# \hspace{1em} B \hspace{1em} E \hspace{1em} A \hspace{1em} D \hspace{1em} G} \hspace{1em} d^\# \hspace{1em} g^\# \hspace{1em} c^\# \hspace{1em} f^\# \hspace{1em} b^\# \hspace{1em} e^\# \hspace{1em} 6^\# \hspace{1em} 5^\# \hspace{1em} 4^\# \hspace{1em} 3^\# \hspace{1em} 2^\# \hspace{1em} 1^\#} \]
Cut along the light blue lines on the previous page, then cut out these patterns to slide along the lines.

Insert the finger pattern for positions indicator into the cut on the left edge, align the top of the window with the first occurrence of the position you are interested in. Black dots indicate the finger spacing pattern.